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Summary
This paper describes the process and results of a 4-day workshop held at the School of
Design, University of Art and Design Helsinki. The goal was to inspire students with firsthand learning relevant to inclusive design and to have them explore ways of making this
learning accessible and inspirational to others. Pairs of students spent a full day
shadowing an individual with limited/no vision to learn about their daily lives. Then, in
new teams, the students prototyped a series of activity-based exercises to promote
similar learning among other designers. We offer the results here in the hope that they
may encourage further exploration of ways to inspire inclusive design in both educational
and professional design contexts.

Introduction
Why we ran the workshop
Might architects and designers have access to better tools to inspire inclusive design?
Guidelines and regulations provide useful information and ensure that designs meet
specific standards. But these serve primarily to check ideas rather than to fire creativity
and imagination. Tools such as simulations and prosthetics can be used to make
guidelines more experiential (Poulson et al 1996). Dramatic role-taking activities in
scenarios or real situations (Moore 1985; Buchenau and Fulton Suri 2000) can help
designers empathise with other people. Such tools can be useful for designers in
exploring many relevant physical contextual issues, even before a new product or
service has taken shape, but in ways that are divorced from many other complex
realities of people’s experience.
This workshop was driven by the desire to explore tools and activities that are both
grounded by the experience of real people and capable of inspiring ideas: to be
generative, not primarily evaluative, of good inclusive design. It had essentially two
purposes:

1. To provide a rich experience for student participants to learn about inclusive design
issues by shadowing someone with a visual impairment through a day in their life.
2. To take a first step in developing inspirational exercises informed by this observation
that would make aspects of the learning accessible and inspirational to others.
We chose limited vision as the topic because designers typically rely very heavily upon
visual sensory information and expression, so that there seemed to be inherent value in
challenging the students to consider other sensory modalities. Also, given the limitations
of time and other resources, it was important to allow direct communication between
participants without need for further assistants or interpreters. Ultimately the intent would
be to extend this kind of exploration to include the experience of people with a much
greater diversity of abilities and limitations.

The workshop: its structure, participants and activities
Held at UIAH, School of Design in June 2003, the four-day workshop reflected the
university’s belief in empathic, user-centred and participatory design practice (Black
1998; Segal and Fulton Suri 1997; Sanders and Dandavate 1999; Koskinen et al. 2003).
The twelve participating students were masters and doctoral candidates with diverse
cultural and educational backgrounds in design in industrial design, graphic design,
psychology, new media, and interior architecture and furniture design. For the
shadowing exercise we recruited six volunteers — all Helsinki residents with limited or
no vision and representing a range of ages. All were independently mobile, articulate
and comfortable spending time talking with strangers.
Following an introduction to shadowing as a design research technique, the students
worked in six pairs and spent the afternoon, evening and following morning shadowing
one of the volunteers to learn as they went about their daily activities at home, work,
school or sports, and accompanying them as they travelled. Students documented the
experience with digital stills and video, returning to share their surprises and insights
briefly with the whole group. Then in four new teams the students conceived ways to
elicit similar learning in other ways, planning and executing four empathic exercises
described below.

Empathic exercises
1. Acting out a scenario in a safe dark place
This setup was created in response to noticing how vision often dominates a designer’s
experience of the world, and that by simply closing their eyes in a strange but safe
environment, designers could become more sensitively aware of both the beauty and
informational potential of other senses as well.
In the exercise a blindfolded participant was instructed in the simple task of navigating a
sparsely furnished but darkened room to place cookies and a gift at a friend’s favourite
sitting place. The space and task were arranged to draw attention to specific senses at

different points. Participants were directed to the first table in the room by following the
sound of a radio and a texture-rich guiding string. On the table there were common
objects of different temperatures, textures, smells and materials. They located the
second table by following a rug on the floor and the sound and breeze of an open
window created with traffic sounds and birdsong and a table fan blowing the smell of
flowers across the room (Figure 1).

Figure 1. A safe dark place. Left and middle: the path into the room and first table. Right: the
second table with laptop emitting outdoor sounds.

After the experience the participants were given a booklet with questions about the
experience and each sense: What did you notice? What could you hear / feel / touch /
smell? What was it like? What did you learn from it? Giving participants a clear purpose
allowed them to enter a non-visual world and experience their own ability to function
effectively, aware and appreciative of other sensory information at a safe, pleasant and
reflective pace.
This experience concept could be applied as is as a way of encouraging designers to
design for non-visual senses. The objects, sounds and tasks helped to structure the
activity and could be changed to reflect specific design interests. The use of the booklet
for questions helped to make sense of the experience by probing and focusing upon
specific aspects.

2. Using non-visual cues to learn about a product
This team based their exercise on their observations of people with visual impairments
who talked about product use and about how they teach each other to use unfamiliar
products. The team wanted to create an experience that would lead designers to
understand more about how to exploit tactility and spatial organisation to enable more
confident learning and use of new products.
A learner and instructor sat together. The learner was blindfolded and given an
unfamiliar product. The instructor gave verbal instructions to the blindfolded learner to
help her operate it, (Figure 2). Initially it proved extremely difficult to instruct the
blindfolded learner successfully — the tendency was to rely upon visual reference words
that were impossible to interpret.

With practice the instructor developed a degree of empathic perception and learned to
give instructions that respected the tactile and auditory feedback experienced by the
learner. The learner also developed insight about non-visual learning strategies, such as
feeling around the whole device to understand its overall structure and layout. This led to
realisations about the value of differentiated tactile clusters for controls to make them
easy to find and reduce the burden of memorising arrangements and orientations, when
vision is not available to provide instant recognition of an environment or object.

Figure 2. Instructing use of an unfamiliar product through non-visual cues

This exercise lends itself to many variations. Applied to existing products, it can lead
designers to understand firsthand the characteristics of design features that help and
hinder learning and use by visually impaired people, as well as some of the strategies
and tactics that work for them. The exercise could also involve a person with visual
limitations as either learner or teacher. As part of a design process it could serve as
simple way to check aspects of interaction models and configurations in prototype form.

3. Activities involving aromatic cues
The third group focused on their observation that people with impaired vision often use
their sense of smell to help identify their surroundings. One volunteer told about how she
relies on the distinctive smell of shops, and her memory of their sequence, to help her
navigate familiar parts of the city.
The team devised a series of games to raise awareness of the role our olfactory sense
in identifying location and supporting memory. They gathered aromatic things — ranging
from a flower to coffee beans — in paper cups (Figure 3). One game involved
blindfolded participants identifying “places” — a café, a flower shop, or a restaurant —
from specific groupings of cups. Another added the dimensions of spatial memory: with

cups arranged around the edge of a table, participants each had to find a different
“object”.
This exercise functioned as an enjoyable team-based consciousness-raising exercise. It
prompted discussion about the associative value of smells in creating ambience and
information. Though less directional than sound, smell might be used effectively to mark
the organisation of space and routes in an easy-to-learn and memorable form.

Figure 3. An aromatic cues game: finding a target location with eyes closed.

4. Limiting the sensory experience of a familiar journey
This group was intrigued by their observations about how people with poor or no vision
are able to keep track of their orientation as they move through spaces. Their idea was
to create, for sighted people, a sense of movement through space primarily through
sound and very rudimentary visual information that would provide a new appreciation of
other sensory qualities in a visually familiar journey. This team was also explicit about
the desire to communicate their discovery that limited vision does not necessarily
remove the beauty in the world, but simply provides a different sense of it.
They recorded the soundtrack of a brief walked journey — from the classroom to the
school cafeteria — and played this simultaneously with very-out-of-focus stills from along
the way. This was an immersive experience for the audience who were familiar with this
path but had never before experienced it as sound or simple patches of light and colour.
It revealed how light, colour and sound patches varied rhythmically, communicating
practical information from the environment. The exercise illustrated how we all use
multiple senses to locate ourselves in space, and created a new awareness of the non-

visual and low level cues we use. It showed that even without visual detail, patterns in
light and colour can also be beautiful. (Figure 4).
It might be developed to become more challenging by editing recordings of familiar
routes into separate segments to explore issues such as: What happens when we lose
the integrity of a journey sequence as if, for example, we fell asleep on the tram and
wonder if we missed our stop? How much can we infer about our location within a
journey from discrete sound cues only?

Figure 4. The journey. From left to right: the workshop, elevator, street and student café (sample).

Discussion and conclusions
In this workshop each student made empathic connection with at least one person who
senses the world, experiences and negotiates ordinary environments in ways hitherto
unfamiliar to them. The shadowing activity itself was both inspiring and informative. The
students were pleased to discover new information about the possibilities of non-visual
sensory cues, and special role of spatial memory. But they were perhaps even more
delighted by their own surprises about how people with visual limitations are not defined
by this, but lead lives much like their own, enjoying hobbies, travelling, making jokes
about themselves, and finding enjoyment and a sense of beauty in a world that is not
visually-based.
Then, in conceiving and developing their own exercises, the students were very intent
upon giving expression to the richness of experience they had just witnessed. They had
become more acutely sensitive to those omnipresent, but often overlooked pleasures
and features of our designed environment such as smell, small differences in light
patterns, tactility, and the visual content of our spoken language. In prototyping these
exercises it became obvious that it was most effective to highlight and focus just one or
two of these features at a time, providing a controlled experience that leads others to
discover for themselves how these might be more effectively developed by design.
Of course, the resulting exercises do not substitute for the deeper connection to real
people that can occur through participatory design or extensive shadowing, observation
and interviews. Indeed, we believe strongly that these exercises are most powerful in
combination with input from real people, where they act as a catalyst in focusing
awareness and making sense of the information received. But, recognising that
involvement with users is often not possible for time and budget-constrained

practitioners, a set of exercises like this could bring new perspectives to inclusive
design. For designers to be imaginative and inspired about a visually-limited world, they
have to have insight about its beauty and its possibilities, as well as its limitations. It is
easy to mock-up visual disability: all you have to do is put on a blindfold. But that makes
for a very poor representation of the day-to-day reality of a blind or partially-sighted
person. The empathic exercises prototyped in this brief workshop suggest more
structured ways for designers to learn about distinct sensory information as it relates to
experience, and to do so in a way that encourages curiosity to discover, respond and
explore safely, efficiently and with purpose in mind.
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